
WG Annual Meeting November 28, 2021

Present: Susan Alida, Beverly Bennett, Myra Berkowitz, David Bulkley, Bo Carlson, Pat Carlson, Amy & Paul Cash, 

Michael Cooper, Laurie Damiani, Louis Damiani, Pat Louise Davies, Louis DeSarno, Harriet Eisman, Michael Eisman, 

Jess Elkins, Raina Elkins, Anil Epur, Om Gupta, Gretchen Herrmann, Sarah Hilsman, Andrew Holmes, Marie Holmes, 

Peggy Keating, Adam Krieger, David Lewis, Tom Marino, Martha McKinney, Barbara Nowogrodzki, Helen Perl, 

Barbara Plaisted, Andrew Schwartz, Herb Shapiro, Karen K Smith, Sera Smolen, Steve Smolen, Avery Solomon, Michael

Wakoff, Bob Wilder (Absent: David Gallagher)

Election: many voted and many names were suggested. Harriet Eisman, Jess Elkins and David Bulkley were reelected. 

Thanks to Carol DeSarno for running the election.

Classes:

Monday~ Astronoesis (David Gallagher) 

  ~Astrology Conversation (Linda Ruth) 10-15 people. Looking at revised “Sabian” symbols

Tuesday ~Jungian Studies (Andrew Holmes) A Looking at a Buddhist scholar’s interpretation of how to approach Jung. 

“The Psychology of Buddhist Tantra”.

Wednesday ~Plotinus (Herb Shapiro) Currently taking a detour into Astronoesis.

Thursday ~Quest of the Overself (David Bulkley)

   ~Corpus Hermeticum (David Gallagher) 

Saturday ~Meet up, first Saturday of the month (Avery Solomon)

  ~Wisdom of the Overself (Lou DeSarno) rotating leadership

Sunday ~Women’s class (Barbara Nowogrodzki) Egyptian goddesses

~Sunset meditation (Karen K Smith)

~Tim Smith’s class, Topics in Hinduism (Tom Marino) currently The World as Power, J. Woodroffe

Most days someone is meditating at the center 5:30

Also, earlier in the year Adam Krieger had several classes and Vinnie Joseph led a class on art. 

Columbus group (Barbara Plaisted) has three classes all at 1 pm. Monday: Wisdom of the Overself, Wednesday: Looking 

into Mind and Thursday: Astrology. Contact Judy Strickland or Barbara P.

Intensive Studies: We had four events. “Inspiration from India” in January, “Who or What Am I?” in April, “Immortal 

Overself” looking at chapters in The Wisdom in July and “Seeing through Symbol” in November. About 80 different 

people came to each event, with at least half joining from afar.

Administrator’s report (Raina Elkins) We have hired a cleaner (who has insurance). A couple of people have taken 

retreats. The annex basement got cleared out and cleaned up. 

     We had two residents in the past year. Adam Krieger through March and Andrew Schwartz into June.



Financial report (Steve Smolen). Details shared electronically. We are still in the black but may need to do a fund raiser 

to pay for replacing the roof on the main building. Donations include those earmarked for fireman and HHDL. (About 

$1000 given to each). Capital expenses: tool shed repair, new library shelves, library chinking. Also new heating/air 

conditioning units. Propane costs are down as three buildings primarily use electric heat. Water down as big leak repaired.

Also of interest: mutual funds went up considerably. Thanks to Carol DeSarno for her help with finances

     The budget was approved. 

Buildings and grounds (David Bulkley) Thanks to Steve Smolen. In addition to projects described above, trees were 

removed, a new water heater was installed along with the splits, torii cleaned up an, electrical work in the library, 

excavation around annex to reduce water in basement.  Marie Holmes, Carol DeSarno and Martha McKinney sorted out, 

organized and cleaned the Annex.  A large load of unneeded items was taken to ReStore in Corning.

     Looking ahead -- the library ceiling needs work and we may want to grind some stumps. 

Information Technology (Bo Carlson) Harriet, Jess, Raina. Website was upgraded and is more secure. Also listserve 

upgraded -- now only one. Zoom hardware chosen to do hybrid classes. 

PBPF (Tom Marino) working on archive. Barbara Plaisted does e-teaching, Micha-El and Gran Berkowitz are developing

youtube content. Want to improve online contact anyway we can. We have financial “angels and legacies” but need 

younger members.

AD Legacy/Archive (Avery Solomon) Ilya Turov, Harriet, June Fritchman, Michael Wakoff, Helen Perl

     Money was spent on transcribing specific set of classes and on making sure we have a paper copy of all electronic 

transcripts etc. These are currently kept in file cabinet in annex.

     Moving towards a digit digital archive - 900 audio, 450 transcripts, 350 diagrams and 300? papers. Committee has 

been meeting with Cornell but would welcome thoughts (tell Michael W). What do we want to DO with this material? 

How would you want to search it?

     Next project: putting together a book of papers AD wrote.

Celebratory Volume Michael Wakoff had idea of assembling original essays to honor Anthony. 5 papers have come in, 

others may arrive. The papers are pretty short.

Adam Krieger thanked community for support during his illness, especially Steve Smolen.

Library books: There were piles everywhere, thanks to chinking, new bookshelves, etc. but no longer. Harriet has been 

working on catalog and sorting books with the help of Marie H.

Discussion of The Future



Bo C: What will we do with the WG physical entity?

Andrew H: four buildings built for different reasons. We should ask HHDL what to do. AH want to be on this committee.

Raina E: At end of 2019 board planned visioning committee but that never really happened.

Michael W: we should have a back up plan. Look into with lawyer to protect assets. Beware hostile takeover. Definition 

     of member is-- money or participation? Could see WG continuing as it is but we should consider paying property     

     manager 

Lou DS: important to have a physical location (spiritual beings in world need place to focus and send our help). Careful 

    about what happens to buildings. Agrees with asking HHDL (formulate question), taking some time on this topic.

David B: We have a connection to Tibetan tradition; wants to come back -- here. Also, a monk who accompanied Sunim

     meditated in main building and felt energy went out to world

Sera S: visionary committee good idea as we envision the future

Peggy K: agrees with asking the Dalai Lama.

Avery S: committee should do a little work before contacting HHDL

Andrew H: PB told AD that the library was HHDL’s place

Harriet E: both more distant future and sooner-- think about things that need to be in person (meditation weekend). 

     Buildings great -- something about being there with other people

Steve S: we’ve done some of this work in the past (Michael W found notes and shared them-- attached)

Someone said: let’s ask HHDL where Anthony is

Martha M: agrees we should hire maintenance person. Also focus on WG as place for retreats.

Lou DS and Harriet: anecdotes of newcomers appreciating what we have; moved to tears

Andrew H: Sunim thinks of WG as special, place of power

Tom M: too early to write the epitaph

Harriet E: not too early to write will

Myra B: need to do more outreach but also shore up membership definition so we don’t lose control; revisit by-laws

Avery A: very few people under 30, 40

New business: We approved shop vac extension for cleaning gutters and lawn mower repair. 

Next board meeting: Saturday Dec. 11, 1 pm.


